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Improved Connectivity and Elegant Design
for the new Riello TCV Design F
LEGNAGO (VR), ITALY, Oct. 10, 2018 — The new series of Riello convector heating
units are the perfect blend of sleek, compact design and innovative, smart connectivity,
making it the ideal choice for a variety of heating applications. The TCF Design F is an
autonomous, wall-hung heater that can be used in virtually any of space that requires
heating. Riello Group, a leader in products and services for heating, air conditioning and
energy efficiency, is a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United
Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX).
Aesthetically, TCV Design F is a great choice for a variety of applications and is
small in size and requires simple, wall-hung installation. The elegant design fits well into
variety of indoor environments and is perfect for second homes, renovations or light
commercial office buildings. The on-board LCD command panel allows for the complete
control of the unit including start and stop, operating mode (heating, ventilation), set
point temperature, heating power and alarm display. TCV Design F is ideal for
installations in homes without heating hydronic systems, but with natural or liquefied
petroleum gas supply. These new Riello products operate through direct exchange
between the heat source and the air, without requiring the water distribution system as

for traditional gas systems. The unit operates a Type C room sealed chamber where
intake air from comes from outside and flues discharge to outside.
TCV Design F features an optional innovative communication and control system
that includes the RiCLOUD thermostat, an RF receiver and a WiFi box. Using the ondemand controls system, it is possible to program the units remotely or from a
smartphone app. The RiCLOUD thermostat also allows for daily and weekly
programming to start and stop at specified times. Additional connectivity through the
RiCLOUD smarthpone app permits homeowners to manage the heating system from
anywhere they can access a smartphone.
TCV Design F is compatible with European eco-design (2015/1188) and ecolabelling directives (2015/1186); and when used with the RiCLOUD chrono thermostat
can achieve a higher energy class than with other thermostats. The observance of all
product European standards guarantees reliability and safety, the main attributes of
Riello brand.
For more information www.riello.com
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